GOLD GRINDER
Asked Questions

What is GOLD GRINDER 2.O?
GG 2.0 is a BUSD miner, It's also a family member of original Gold Grinder and the whole
ecosystem.

How is this different than Gold Grinder 1 ?
First of all it's a BUSD miner and GG1 is BNB miner. Investors in GG 2.0 don't have to worry
about ups and downs of crypto market, BUSD is one of the best stable coin backed by number 1
crypto exchange Binance. Your token/reward value doesn't go down when market goes down.
It is also upgraded version of GG 1. We have added more anti dump and anti whale features in
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the contract to make it safer for all investors.

What is the price of GOLD?
There is no set price for GOLD, it changes according to the volume. There is an estimate price
calculator that can be used (it's not accurate, but somewhere close).

What's daily % of rewards?
GG 2.0 gives you up to 10% daily returns on your investment. It also depends on the volume in
tvl. When volume is low, rewards may be slightly lower.

How does the referral feature works?
You get 9% on each buy of every person you refer, referral rewards goes directly to your
rewards in busd.

Is GG 2.0 Anti bot?
Yes, it's 100% anti bot because of all the features we've added. Bots can't manipulate this
contract.

Is there any blacklist feature in the contract?
No, We do not have any blacklist feature unlike other similar contract projects who can blacklist
wallets. We want to keep it fair for everyone.
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What is 80% withdrawal tax?
This is a feature we have added after experiencing Youtuber and influencers issues in og GG, In
GG 2.0 if anyone sells before compounding at least 10 times, they will be taxed 80%. Anyone
who makes more than 2 sells a week also get taxed 80% which goes back to TVL. This way it's
more sustainable.

What is COMPOUND BONUS?
We have 3% compound bonus, this is the amount of gold bonus a user will receive if he
compounds instead of selling his gold. Compound max times (max 20 times) this is the amount
of compounds which the user can get compound bonus in a row. Compound step (1 day) this is
the amount of time a user has to wait since last compound to get a compound bonus when he
compounds.

What is 48 hours rewards accumulation cut off?
This is the interval for which a user can accumulate rewards before it stops accumulating. In
simple words, you must compound or sell in 48 hours to activate earning rewards again. This is
a way to fight bots.

What is withdraw cooldown?
We have 24 hours withdraw cooldown, this is amount of time user has to wait to be able to sell.
Amount of times a user has to compound to not get affected by the withdrawal tax (10 times).

Why are my rewards not growing?
It depends on your daily habits: if you Reinvest more than you Sell, your rewards grow
overtime.
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What is GOLD?
Gold is the currency of GG 2.0, you can buy gold grinders/miners. GOLD grinders are the miners
that are hired with BNB and work to get your rewards BUSD.

What are the fees?
There is 5.5% fee that goes to marketing and development of the project.

Do GOLD amount decrease when you sell?
No, the 'Gold' amount will not change. If you make a new deposit or Hire miner the amount will
increase but not when you sell gold (take rewards). The 'Gold' is less efficient over time if you
sell too much.

What is the best strategy?
We recommend the tried and tested method as in it is written in the contract. Re-invest (Hire
Miner) 10 days and Sell Gold 1 day a week. It will compound your investment and receive your
initial back in 6-8 weeks.

What are the Miners?
Miners are what fill your bags with Gold while you sleep, the more miners you have the more
they bring.
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Do my rewards grow when tvl grow?
If you look at the gold amount no, if you look at the BUSD value ideally yes, tvl growing means
more people are buying gold and pushing its price up.

Does the daily return % decrease if the TVL is not increasing? Or
does the daily return % only decrease when selling too much?
If the tvl decrease it’s likely to happen that your reward value in busd will decrease too, if you
compound you might solve that (if price is going down you’d get less BUSD per gold, but
compounding you’d get more gold per hour, and chances are that the speed at which your
mining rate will grow will surpass the speed at which the price will decline)

Where can I see my referral rewards?
Your referral rewards goes to your wallet directly in BUSD token.

What if I don't use a referral link?
If you don't use a referral link, referral reward goes to marketing wallet.

DISCLAIMER
We DO NOT guarantee 10% a day it is up to 10%. Gold Grinder 2.0 Miner is illegal in certain
countries
please consider this when investing.
Do NOT invest more than you can afford to lose!
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